Objectives

FC 060 Supplier Approvals

To ensure all purchased materials and goods conform with specified requirements.
To ensure key suppliers are properly appraised to confirm suitability to supply Plasmotec so as to ensure
goods and items purchased meet the Company's requirements.

Start

To ensure purchase orders are only made through those suppliers that have been properly appraised &
approved.

All suppliers should be accurately detailed on the
Suppliers database on the PDMS

PDMS
Purchase Order

All items other than certain services subject to
contract bought by Plasmotec should have a
purchase order raised via the PDMS Orders System.

Supplier performance is properly monitored to ensure suitability for continual supply of goods and services
to the Company.

Inform relevant department of
suppliers' failure for inclusion
on the Approved Supplier
register and requirement to
find alternative source.

To ensure wherever possible purchase orders are only placed with suppliers identified in the Company’s
Approved Suppliers Register.
To ensure the Approved Suppliers database on the PDMS is properly reviewed on a regular basis to provide
up to date and accurate information regarding all suppliers.

PDMS
Suppliers
Control Panel

Flag suppliers as dead if no longer used and low
expectation of future use.

Any problems with a supplier considered significant are raised on the Snag System and actioned and
reviewed.

PDMS

Supplier

Supplier on PDMS
OK to use and
properly classsified?

Yes

No

Classify and assign supplier
classification number of 1, 2 or 3
according to complexity and risk
associated with supply where 1 is
low and 3 is high.
Flag suppliers as dead if no
longer used and low expectation
of future use.

Yes
Supplier
Classification is
1 or 2?

No
Yes

OK to use
supplier?

No

Supplier approval status needs to be
evaluated and confirmed by
reference to one or more of a)
questionnaire suitably completed b)
ISO certificate c) past history and d)
sampling / visit as appropriate

Add supplier to register and classify supplier
and append where classification requires it
any relevant documentation such as ISO
certificate, questionnaire or other
supporting evidence to support approval
status,

PDMS

Suppliers
PDMS

Supplier

End
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